Triple was launched on 7 October 2019. It will be one of the dedicated services of OPERAS, the Research Infrastructure supporting open scholarly communication in the social sciences and humanities (SSH) in the European Research Area.

For more information please visit www.gotriple.eu

Contact: Triple is coordinated by
Suzanne Dumouchel (Huma-Num), Suzanne.Dumouchel@huma-num.fr
Co-coordinator of OPERAS.

Follow us on: @TripleEU Triple_EU TripleEU

FUNDING: The TRIPLE project is funded by the European Commission, under Grant Agreement No. 863420
The **Triple platform**

Based on the Isidore search engine developed by the French National Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), the TRIPLE platform will provide a single access point for users (researchers, institutions such as universities and libraries, but also enterprises, consultancies, media and service providers)

* to discover and reuse open scholarly SSH resources, i.e. research data and publications, which are currently scattered across local repositories;
* to find and connect with other researchers and projects across disciplinary and language boundaries;
* to make use of innovative tools to support research (e.g. visualisation, annotation, trust building system, crowdfunding, social network and recommender system);
* to discover new ways of funding research (e.g. crowdfunding).

**Aims**

**Triple supports SSH research in Europe**

* to gain visibility;
* to be more efficient and effective;
* to improve its reuse within the SSH and beyond;
* to significantly increase the economic and societal impact of SSH resources.

Imagines new ways to conduct, connect and discover research;

facilitates interdisciplinary projects and large-scale scientific collaborations;

supports scientific, industrial and societal applications of SSH science;

promotes cultural and linguistic diversity within Europe;

connects researchers and projects with other stakeholders: citizens, policy makers, companies, enabling them to take part in joint research projects and to address some of their issues.

**Partners**

Triple consists of a consortium of 18 partners from 12 European countries and is coordinated from France by Huma-Num.

* Abertay University, UNITED KINGDOM
* Coimbra University, PORTUGAL
* Consortium of European Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA) ERIC, NORWAY:
  Slovenian Social Science Data Archives (UL-ADP), Finnish Social Science Data Archive (UTA-FSD), FINLAND:
  UK Data Archive (as UK Data Service) (UKDS)
* Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts & Humanities (DARIAH) ERIC, FRANCE
* EGI, NETHERLANDS
* European Research Infrastructure for Language Resources and Technology (CLARIN) ERIC, NETHERLANDS
* French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS): Huma-Num, OpenEdition, FRANCE
* Institute of Literary Research of the Polish Academy of Sciences (IBL-PAN), POLAND
* Know-Center, AUSTRIA
* Lexical Computing, CZECHIA
* Max Weber Foundation, GERMANY
* MEOH, BELGIUM
* National Documentation Centre (EKT), GREECE
* National Research Council (CNR), ITALY
* Net7, ITALY
* Nuromedia, GERMANY
* OAPEN, NETHERLANDS
* Open Knowledge Maps, AUSTRIA